
sleep sofa



Research has shown that when loved ones are nearby, 
they promote healing and recovery for those in need.  
Fostering this vital caregiving role, Somna provides the 
comfort needed for a patient’s most important support 
system. Options like Somna's laminate surround mean 
high durability and easy cleaning, contributing to an 
overall serene aesthetic experience.

Somna designed by Mike Shields

COMFORT AND CARE 
THAT FEELS LIKE HOME.
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meet Somna.



SCALABLE TO FIT.

Somna provides flexibility to interior designers 
and facilities when space is at a premium. 
Maintaining adaptability as a primary feature, 
Somna can be specified down to the inch, so it 
can fit perfectly into any alcove. 

available 68" – 80" wide, in 1" increments  
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A SPACE TO RECHARGE.

Somna delivers the options to help users recharge: 
in-arm or undermount power; armless or wide 
arms to rest devices or drinks; and multiple arm 
cap materials. Integrating a Copilot pull-up table 
adds even more flexibility for visitors.
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When it's time to rest, Somna 
easily folds down into a 
comfortable bed, so loved  
ones can recharge nearby,  
and bring the comforting 
support and closeness vital  
to healing.

READY FOR REST.
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ELEVATED DESIGN.

The elevated design of Somna makes it appear 
visually lighter while also being physically 
easier for staff to reposition and access below 
for cleaning. It sets on casters or large-surface 
glides, so it can be easily moved around without 
marring the floor.
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armless sleep sofa on glides

armless sleep sofa on glides  
(sleep position)

low arm sleep sofa with rear casters  
(sleep position)

armless sleep sofa with laminate wrap, rear casters,  
and undermount power (sleep position)

high arm sleep sofa on casters, in-arm USB power 
(sleep position)

armless sleep sofa with laminate wrap on glides

armless sleep sofa with laminate wrap, rear casters, 
and undermount power

armless sleep sofa on casters

low arm sleep sofa on glides with in-arm 110 power high arm sleep sofa on glides

high arm sleep sofa on casters with in-arm USB powerlow arm sleep sofa with rear casters
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ARMLESS LOOKS. WIDE ARM LOOKS.
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MADE TO LAST.

upholstery zones
Specify up to three upholstery selections per sleep sofa. 
Specify seat (1), fold down back top (non-sleep surface) (2), 
outer back, arms or side panels, front rail (3).

resilient components
Built for demanding healthcare facilities, Somna exceeds 
rigorous testing. Replaceable high-use parts extend the 
product's lifespan. 

easy replacements 
Designed for healthcare's challenges, the Somna sleep sofa 
ensures easy part replacement if damaged. This includes arm 
caps, fold-down back, feet, casters, and glides.

Find the full list of replaceable parts in the Somna price list.

cleanable materials
Somna is thoughtfully designed to accommodate the 
regimens of clinical environments with durable arm 
caps that wipe down quickly and clean outs that ensure 
ease of cleaning.

lifetime warranty
JSI warrants that each piece of furniture will be free 
from defects in workmanship, given normal use and 
care for as long as the original customer owns and uses 
the product. 

JSI will, at its option, repair or replace with comparable 
product within the terms of the warranty.

Learn more at jsifurniture.com/warranty

armless

3D laminate

power

in-arm USB-power
– grey or white

in-arm 110 power
- grey or white

undermount power
- grey or white

arm styles

low arm high armarmless with laminate wrap

easy slide disc

glides casters

front + rear castersstainless steel rear casters

arm caps clean out

polyurethane solid surface
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solid surfacepolyurethane 3D laminate
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armless sleep sofa armless sleep sofa with laminate wrap

low arm sleep sofa high arm sleep sofa

Somna is a sleep sofa designed by Mike Shields

225 CLAY STREET

JASPER, INDIANA 47546

800.457.4511   TOLL FREE

812.482.3204   OFFICE
JSIFURNITURE.COM

JSI is quality furniture for work and life.

LOVE WHERE YOU THRIVE. LOVE WHERE YOU CARE.


